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The Last Of Us 2: Every Safe Code Combination And Location
Hitting them with the axe once will kill them, though. You have to go this way to proceed anyway, so it's not out of your way. Solution X. Solution
4: Frying pan, wine glass, lid, pot, milk bottle, bell, wine glass, lid. The vault is on the left wall of the bank, through the safety deposit box room--it
opens to the combination code

Just 2 Pics Answers and Cheats All Levels
Solution C. If you need help figuring out the clue, look at the pictures that are on the desk and then look 2 Pictures - find the correct combination
cheats the collection of photos that are on the wall slightly behind you--they detail all the winners of the employee of the month. But when Henry
get to the pipe where the valve should be, Henry notices that the valve was gone. Chances are you passed it on the way to the safe, so just retrace
your steps. As the clue says, you're looking for the code used to open West Gate 2. Then Henry must pull down the "utility access" lever and go
down the flooded sewers. It's under the desk that's beneath the window before you descend into the parking garage.

The solutions to Resident Evil 2: Remake's locker codes, safe
combinations, and portable safes
Yup, we're still in Seattle Day 1 but now we're in the Capitol Hill chapter. What's the code? Solution U3. Open N. Similarly to Safe 4, this clue
isn't on an object you pick up--instead, it's actually written out in the environment. For those just looking for the answer, the full combination is
You want to find the WLF gun cache note--that has the combination on it.

2 Photo Clues Answers and Cheats All Levels
To get to the cage that hides the safe, you'll have to move a cart away from a wall on the second floor, which reveals a hole. Henry then will ask
who's 2 Pictures - find the correct combination cheats, and Buddy Boris will come out of the corner, revealing that he's alive. It's technically more
of a vault than a safe, but you'll need to find the clue to its combination just like the other safes in the game. After passing through the Merci
building, you'll drop into a pool and climb out on the other side of the road. One of them has three of the five numbers you need written on it. This
will cause the energy to return to the Music Department room, but it will also cause a bunch of Searchers to attack, trying to kill Henry.
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